Drink a delicious treat and grow more beautiful:
BeautyScoop
Would you like to glow from within? Have more beautiful skin, hair and nails within 3 weeks?
What if you could drink a delicious beverage and take care of things? That day has
come: BeautyScoop to the rescue! I was happy to be hosted to experience it.
BeautyScoop is a powder that you mix with your favorite beverage, formulated by Dr. Michelle
Yagoda, a New York City facial plastic surgeon, and Dr. Eugene Gans, a world-renowned
pharmacist and chemist.This is what they say about it being a breakthrough product on the
market:
BeautyScoop® is a breakthrough nutritional beauty supplement that contains
special peptides and lipids, the nourishing building blocks necessary to create more
perfect skin, hair and nails. Reinforced with collagen and hyaluronic acid for
superior hydration and vigor, BeautyScoop® is the gold standard in a
comprehensive skin, hair, and nail care regimen.
In the category of beauty from within, not all products are equally effective. Bars
and pills have delayed absorption because their active ingredients are surrounded
by fillers and binders that must first be digested prior to being absorbed.
BeautyScoop® has the competitive advantage. Its pure powder formula provides
immediate absorption and significant, visible results in just three weeks!
SKIN: reduces the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles & dry patches, and increases
hydration and glow
HAIR: adds luster, intensifies shine, reduces breakage, enhances healthy hair
growth, visibly decreases thinning, and improves manageability
NAILS: diminishes ridges, nourishes cuticles, fortifies splits and breaks, lengthens
and strengthens
In double-blinded clinical trials, 86% of participants noted improvement in all three
areas.
You just add 1 scoop to any beverage. It adds a creamy, vanilla flavor. I discovered a really
great combo: get yourself those calorie-free flavored seltzer water -- I like black cherry, but
orange, etc. would work. Fill a tall glass 2/3 full, then add your scoop. It's like a soda fountain
soda!
The formula is all natural, vegetable based and made in a USDA organic-certified facility.
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